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Preface

1

This paper was written for Tom Wasow’s festschrift. I was at Stanford
when what was a program in linguistics was turning into a department
of linguistics. Tom was my last advisor, the one with whom I did my
doctoral thesis (on the syntax and semantics of naked infinitives).
Elizabeth Closs Traugott was my first advisor. Since I was then one
of the few if only students working on syntactic theory, when Joan
Bresnan arrived, she became my second. When Joan left for a job at
MIT (before coming back to Stanford after I left), Tom was hired to
replace her.
However, Tom could not come for a semester and so the department,
in an event that would no longer happen in today’s academics, told me
I could request anyone in the world to come to Stanford for a semester
so I could study with him or her while I waited for Tom. I chose Richie
Kayne then from the University of Paris.
By the time Tom arrived, I was tired of impressing new advisors.
He gave me the great gift of not just being a wonderfully smart and
supportive thesis advisor, but of both friendship and colleagueship. He
finally made me feel as if I was on the way from no longer being a
student to being an academic.
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I have been an academic now for 35 years and have strayed far
from theoretical linguistics—something that would have shocked me
had anyone told me it would happen when I worked with Tom. I have
worked on lots of topics in lots of academic areas and at lots of universities, always in my own mind, if not that of others, as a linguist.
I was blessed at Stanford by the best faculty I have ever since encountered (not just my advisors, but people like Joe Greenberg, Charles
Ferguson, Will Leben, Dick Oehrle, and Eve Clark). But Tom was the
one that in many ways “caused” my trajectory. My first job was at
Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts where I replaced Tom
taking the position he had left to come Stanford. Tom was instrumental
in getting me that job. Hampshire was a “special” place, especially in
those days, and started my odd trajectory.

Introduction

1

01

This paper has two purposes. One purpose is to introduce a tool for
analyzing some aspects of discourse. This tool is based on what I will
call “Basic Information Structure” (“BIS” for short).1 The second purpose is to apply this tool to a specific example so that I can speak to
an issue I wish to address: “academic language”.
“Academic language” (Gee, 2004; Schleppegrell, 2004) is a general
name for many different varieties of language associated with academic
disciplines or with academic content in schools, for example, the styles
of language and other symbol systems associated with chemistry or
social science.
Academic language is technical or specialist language. Of course,
there are non-academic varieties of technical or specialist language.
Domains such as video games, carpentry, or auto mechanics have their
own specialist styles of language, as do professions like law, medicine,
engineering, handicapping horse races, or fashion design, and so forth
(some such professions, broadly speaking, could be counted as “academic”, but not all).
The issue germane to academic language I want to address is this:
some people have argued that academic varieties of language are func-
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1 I am a linguist who now usually writes for non-linguists. This paper is based on
such work. Since the current paper is for Tom Wasow’s festschrift, here is a note for
linguists: First, what I call “BIS” has nothing to do with derivational structure of
any sort in any theory of grammar. Whatever psychological reality BIS has would
be discovered through processing studies in psycholinguistics (and there are studies
that support the approach, though I do not discuss them here). Second, for those old
enough to remember Generative Semantics, BIS bears some similarities to it, which
just goes to show that GS was, to that extent, a theory of information structure
imported into syntactic theory.
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tional in the sense that they have evolved in history to do certain intellectual and interactional tasks necessary for an academic domain to
make progress (M. A. K. Halliday & Martin, 1993). They cannot simply
be replaced with less specialized versions of language, any more than
a tool purpose-built for a specific job can simply be replaced, without
loss, by a more generalized tool.
Others have argued that such academic varieties of language are
forms of “jargon” and complexity invented to exclude, confuse, and
frustrate outsiders (non-academics and people outside a given field)
and to hide or evade political, cultural, institutional, and social issues
in the name of “reason” or “logic” (see Wiley, 1996 for discussion). In
this sense, such forms of language are “ideological” (in one sense of the
word).
This issue—whether academic varieties of language are functional
or ideological—has played a role in education. Some educators argue
that children need to be introduced in school (for example, in science
classrooms) to academic varieties of language early on, because mastery
of these representational systems is crucial for true understanding and
real participation in areas of science, for instance (M. A. K. Halliday &
Martin, 1993). Others have argued that academic varieties of language
simply serve to make the “rich” kids look smarter than the “poor”
ones because they have had more home-based preparation for such
varieties (Lee, 2002). Such academic varieties of language are barriers to
understanding and participation, on this view, and need to be replaced
with more democratic forms of language, interaction, and participation.
The paper will proceed in three parts. First I will introduce “Basic
Information Structure” as a tool for analysis. Second, I will discuss
the issue of academic and other specialized forms of language. Third, I
will use BIS to analyze a specific case in order to illuminate the issue
of academic language being “functional” and/or “ideological” (we will
see, in fact, that it can be both at the same time).
Before I start, let me say that I do not separate “critical discourse
analysis” from “discourse analysis” proper. All language use is political
in the sense of expressing (tacitly or overtly) messages about things
like status and solidarity and other “social goods” in society (Milroy,
1980). Thus, any form of discourse analysis must pay attention to such
issues. I have discussed this issue elsewhere (Gee, 2003, 2005). It will
be apparent by the end of this paper that the example I discuss is one
where “giving information” and “expressing political, ethical, valueladen messages” go hand-in-hand.
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This section contains the basic grammatical information necessary
to understand what I will call “Basic Information Structure” (BIS).
Clauses (subject-predicate structures) are the fundamental units of
communication and information structure (Chafe, 1994; M. A. K. Halliday, 1994; Gee, 2005). Any clause is composed grammatically of
required elements and optional ones. For example, a transitive verb requires a subject and object, but optionally allows prepositional phrases
to follow the object and it also optionally allows various sorts of modifiers (e.g., “adverbs”).
Within a clause, phrases also have required elements and optional
ones. An NP can be just a noun or article + noun but can optionally be
modified by adjectives and prepositional phrases. Let us call any clause
made up of only required elements (thus required arguments whose own
structure contains only required elements) a “basic clause” (we could
also call it a “bare clause”). Thus, “Mary loved the boy” is a basic
clause, but “Mary loved the boy from New York”, “Mary loved the boy
with all her heart”, “Yesterday, Mary loved the boy” are not.
Why would we want to make this sort of distinction between basic
clauses and non-basic ones? For this reason: When we want to talk
about information, communication, and different styles of language
used for different activities, the options people choose to include or
not can be telling in terms of what they want to communicate and
what they want to withhold. If I have to admit that I hurt Mary, the
minimum I have to say is “I hurt Mary”, but I have the option to say or
withhold something like “on purpose” or “accidently”: “I hurt Mary on
purpose”, “I hurt Mary accidently”. If I want to tell you I am healthy,
the minimum I have to say is something like “I am healthy”, but I
have the option to say or withhold something like “for someone who
has cancer”: “I am healthy for someone who has cancer”. What people
choose to say or withhold is, of course, crucial to discourse analysis.
Basic clauses, augmented or not by optional arguments or elements,
can be combined or integrated in four ways. First is a “loose” way, when
two or more clauses are combined by coordination and both clauses are
main clauses (e.g., “Mary is healthy and she is quite old”).
Second, clauses can be combined in a somewhat less loose way, when
one or more clauses is juxtaposed, as a subordinate clause, to a main
clause (e.g., “While John was not looking, Mary touched him on the
head”).
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Third, two clauses can be tightly integrated by having one clause
embedded inside another one (e.g., “John felt Mary touch him on the
arm”, “John believed that Mary was right”, “Mary planned to kiss
John”):
Fourth, in the tightest form of integration, a clause (really a clause’s
worth of information) can be turned into a phrase, losing its status
as a clause (M. Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999). This can be done by
changing a verb into noun, as when we change “destroy” into “destruction” (e.g., “Someone destroyed the city” → “The city’s destruction”).
It can also be done by changing a verb into an adjective, as when
we change “abuse” into “abused” (e.g., “Someone abuses children” →
“abused children”). It can also be done by turning an adjective into a
noun, as when we change “happy” into “happiness” (“Mary is happy”
→ “Mary’s happiness”).
When we turn clauses (really a clause’s worth of information) into
phrases, we can lose information and gain options. Thus the verb “destroy” requires I name a destroyer, but the noun “destruction” does
not (“The city’s destruction”, “The city’s destruction by the allies”,
“the city’s destruction at the hands of the allies”). And, again, when
we have options, we get information that is either said or withheld (and
we will want to know why when we engage in discourse analysis).
So far, in all the cases above, we have been moving from phrases
and clauses to more complex combinations of clauses. But in discourse
analysis we usually must go the other way round. We have to start with
sentences that are composed of two or more (sometimes many more)
clauses (combined or integrated in the ways we have just discussed
above and others) and unravel these sentences into their basic clauses
and whatever optional arguments or other elements those clauses contain. That is, we have to ask what basic clauses (and optional arguments
and elements) the sentences are composed of or, to put it yet another
way, what basic clauses (and optional arguments and elements) the
sentences combine or integrate. So, to give one example, consider the
case below:
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(1)

b. sought = (1a) seek (1c–1d)

ns

a. The present study = someone (= researchers) study something (= topic) in the present
c. to clarify = someone (= researchers) clarify (1d)
d. previous work = someone (= the field) works on something
(= topic) previously
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(1) is a sentence that starts a published research article that I will
discuss below (Pollak, Vardi, Putzer Bechner, & Curtin, 2005: I have
shortened the sentence). The phrase “the present study” contributes
the clause “someone study something in the present”. In the phrase
“the present study”, “study” is a noun related to the verb “to study”
(of course, since it is noun, it has no tense—no time marking—and thus
we cannot know what tense it would have had had it been used as a
verb). When this verb is changed to a noun, the subject of the verb
does not have to be mentioned, but we can infer that this subject is the
researchers who are publishing the paper (thus, “researchers” is place
in parentheses to mark that it is an inference). What the researchers
are studying need not be mentioned either, but, again, we can infer
that the object of the verb “to study” is the topic of the paper, that
is, the topic the researchers did their research on and are reporting on
in the paper (thus, “topic” is in parentheses)—we could, of course, fill
in more fully what the topic actually is.
“Sought” is the main verb (predicate) of the sentence. Its subject is
the information contributed to the sentence by the phrase “the present
study”. The information this phrase contains is represented in line
(1a)—so I place (1a) in the subject slot of “seek”. “Sought” is the sort
of verb that allows an infinitive to be embedded inside or below it—in
this case the infinitive “to clarify”. “To clarify”, then, is the predicate
of a clause embedded inside (or “underneath”) “sought”: “researchers
clarify something”. The “something” that is clarified is expressed in
line (1d) (thus, (1d) is in the object slot of “clarify”). The object of
“seek”—what is sought—is the information in lines (1c) and (1d) (and,
thus, (1c–1d) is in the object slot of “seek”).
The phrase “previous work” has a noun (“work”) in it related to
the verb “to work” and so this phrase contributes the clause: “the field
works on topic previously”. Here, again, we have to infer that something
like “the field” is the subject of “works” (or “researchers who have done
previous work in the field”). We can infer, as well, that the object of
“works” is once again the topic of the paper, a topic that has heretofore
been worked on by others in the field. When the verb “to work” is made
into the noun “work”, the adverb “previously” (which modifies a verb)
becomes the adjective “previous” (which modifies a noun).
Thus, the short sentence “The present study sought to clarify previous work” combines, in various ways, four clauses—or, we can say,
it combines four clauses’ worth of information. Once we know what
clauses a sentence combines, we can see that there were many other
ways these same clauses could have been filled out and combined. Thus,
there are many other ways in which the sentence “The present study
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sought to clarify previous work” could have been said or written (could
have been “designed”). A few examples are given below. These sentences either fill out optional arguments and elements in a different
way, spell out inferences that were left unspecified, or combine or integrate the same clauses in a different way. Some of these forms below,
while grammatical, would hardly ever or never be used for stylistic or
pragmatic reasons (but, of course, from a discourse analytic point of
view, we want to know why). Let’s assume for now that the topic of
the study is “physically abused children”:
(2)

yr

a. We studied physically abused children because we sought
to clarify previous work in the field.
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b. The present study sought to clarify work that others had
done previously.
c. The present study studies physically abused children. We
seek to clarify previous work.
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d. This study we have done in the present seeks to clarify work
done previously.

1

e. The present study of physically abused children seeks to
clarify previous work.
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f. This study was done in the present. It sought something. It
sought to clarify something. What it sought to clarify was
work others had done previously.
g. What the present study sought was to clarify was previous
work.
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h. The present study of physically abused children sought to
clarify previous work.
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When we generate a list of alternative ways clauses could have been
filled out and combined, we also generate the key question: Why were
the clauses combined and filled out as they were and not some other
way? There can be lots of different answers to this question. For instance, some alternatives are ruled out by the type or style of language
required by the communicative task or the genre, here a professional
publication. Thus, most or all of the alternatives in (2) are not the
“right” style for a professional academic publication. The sentence in
(2h)—which just spells out something that is left to be inferred in “The
present study sought to clarify previous work”—might be avoided either because the authors do not want to name their topic directly or
they feel it is obvious from other things in the paper (e.g., the title
or abstract) or they feel the topic needs to be named or discussed in
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a more nuanced way than is possible by placing it as a phrase in this
sentence.
A representation like that in (3) shows what I will call the “basic
information structure” (hereafter BIS) in an oral or written text. The
BIS in the sentence “The present study sought to clarify previous work”
is the four clauses below. Here I leave out the information in (2) that
shows how the clauses are fit together and which information is left to
be specified by inference:
(3)

a. Someone study something in the present

yr

b. Someone seek something
c. Someone clarify something

ig

d. Someone work on something previously
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Such basic information is “packaged”—put together into sentences—
by: a) combining and integrating the clauses that the information expresses; b) adding optional arguments and elements to the clauses or
the sentence as a whole; c) allowing for inferences to be made to specify
information that is left out. Each such “move” (a-c) is a choice and one
style of discourse analysis is to ask, for each such choice, why it might
have been made and what communicative function it might be serving.
We can ask, as well, why other alternative choices were not made (often
the answer to this question illuminates the question about why a given
choice was made and what it communicates).
When clauses are combined and integrated into sentences, other options arise. So if I combine “We studied what children do” and “Children are confronted with anger”, I can say: “We studied what children do when they/children are confronted with anger” or “We studied
what children did when confronted by anger”. So we have the option
to overtly mention “children” as the subject of “confront” or not. This
is a case where even a required element can be left out because it is
“recoverable” from context.
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Social Languages and the Question of Specialist
Language
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This section takes up the issue of academic language (and, more generally, specialist or technical varieties of language). Any language comes
in many different varieties or styles used for different purposes (Gee,
2004, 2005). There are different varieties of language used for different
social identities and activities—for example, different varieties used by
lawyers, doctors, gang members, biologists, carpenters, or video gamers
for their characteristic activities. Such varieties are sometimes called
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“registers”. I will refer to them as different “social languages”. Social
languages are differentiated from each by the use of different words (vocabulary) and sometimes by particular ways of using the morphological,
syntactic, and/or discourse resources of the language.
One major distinction we can make (Gee, 2004, 2005) in regard
to social languages is between “vernacular social languages” (vernacular styles of language) and “specialist social languages” (specialist
styles of language). Vernacular styles are used by people when they are
communicating as “everyday” non-specialist people. Vernacular styles
differ across different social and cultural groups. Specialist styles are
used by people when they are communicating as a specialist of some
sort, whether this be a doctor, minister, academic, or gamer. Specialist
styles, of course, draw on vernacular resources, but supplement them
in a variety of ways through the use of distinctive words, distinctive
uses of morphology, and/or distinctive uses of syntactic or discourse
resources. For example, the sentence in (4) below is in the vernacular
style and the sentence in (5) is in a specialist style associated with an
academic discipline (in this case, some form of biology). In each case,
I list the basic information that each sentence packages into a single
sentence.

1
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Hornworms sure vary a lot in how well they grow

C

(4)
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a. Hornworms vary a lot in (4b)
b. Hornworms grow how well
(5)

Hornworm growth displays significant variation

c. (5a) varies (5d)
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d. (5c) is significant
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a. Hornworms grow
b. (5a) displays (5c–5d)
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The vernacular differs from the specialist version in several ways. First
the basic predicates (in the BIS) used are different in part: “vary”
and “grow” in the vernacular and “grow”, “display”, “vary”, and ”is
significant” in the specialist version. “Display” and “significant” are
Latinate words that are typical of more specialist styles. Second, the
two predicates that the two versions share—“vary” and “grow”—are
in the specialist version turned into nouns (“growth” and “variation”)
and made arguments of other predicates (“growth” is the subject of
“display” and “variation” is the object of “display”).
(4a) says pretty much the same thing as (5c) and (4b) says pretty
much the same thing as (5a)—so these pieces of information are shared
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by the two varieties. The information in the specialist variety in (5d)—
“something is significant”—is conveyed in the vernacular by the adverb
“a lot” modifying “vary” and the affective marker “sure” which modifies
the whole sentence “Hornworms vary a lot in how well they grow”. Of
course, “sure . . . a lot” is not only less formal, it expresses the opinion
of the speaker, while “significant” in “significant variation” is both
more formal and expresses, not just the opinion of the speaker, but a
standard held by a social group (a profession, in this case biologists or
statisticians).
Note how in the specialist version the entity hornworms and the processes of varying and growing disappear. They are replaced by abstract
things: hornworm growth and variation. This is typical of the distinction between vernacular styles and specialist styles of the sort in (5)
above (academic styles of language).
In addition to asking why and how a given sentence packages its basic
information as it does, we can, thus, too, ask an additional question:
Why and how does a given sentence deviate from a vernacular style of
language? Thus, we could ask: Why would anyone use a sentence like
(5) rather than (4)?
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An Example: Academic Language
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Now I turn to use BIS to analyze a specific piece of academic language.
My goal here is to speak to the issue of whether and how such academic
language is either functional or ideological. The paper I will deal with
is “Physically Abused Children’s Regulation of Attention in Response
to Hostility” by Pollak et al., a paper which appeared in the journal
Child Development (2005).
Before I turn to a small part of this paper, I need to tell you about
the paper in general. Already this raises an interesting issue, since part
of what I want to study here is how and why things are said (written) in
a certain way and whether they can be said (written) in other ways—
and why these other ways may have been avoided. So, I give a summary
of the paper, well aware that to say it differently is not really to say
the same thing.
The paper begins by asserting that the link between children experiencing physical abuse and thereafter demonstrating behavioral problems (e.g., withdrawal and aggression, attributing hostility to others,
and displaying inappropriate affect and behavior) has already been well
established in the research literature. However, the authors claim that
the “precise mechanism” linking the two is not well understood. So, the
paper seeks, not to argue for a link between abuse and behavioral prob-
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lems (which is already known), but to get at the causal “mechanism”
linking the two.
The authors propose that “attentional effects” may be the link between abuse and behavior problems. The idea is this: all young children
have limited processing capacity and so can pay attention to only a limited number of stimuli at a time. This limited capacity causes the child
to privilege and focus on some (salient) aspects of the environment over
others. For physically abused children these salient features are things
like threat and anger. Physically abused children may learn to overly
attend to threatening cues, perhaps at the expense of other contextually relevant information, and may, in turn, have less resources available
to regulate their emotional reposes to events that seem threatening to
them, but, in reality, would not seem so threatening to children who
had not been physically abused.
The sample of children studied consisted of 11 four and five-year-old
children who had been physically abused by their parents and 22 nonabused children (as a control group). Parents gave informed consent
after receiving information about the study (the notion of “informed
consent” for children from parents who have admitted to abusing their
children is, it seems to me, problematic).
The researchers are experimental physiological psychologists, people
who want to precisely measure physical reactions (things like heart rate
and skin conductance). For them, emotions (e.g., fear) are signaled by
such physical reactions and it is these reactions they measure directly,
not the emotions. But, of course, they need to get people to react to
stimuli in order to measure their reactions. In this study, they had the
children engage with a task on a computer (which the children thought
was the task they were there to engage in), while in the background the
children heard what they thought was an angry argument between two
adults. The researchers wanted to know how the children—abused and
non-abused—would react to (pay attention to) this background anger.
The researchers recorded a seven minute scripted conversation by
two professional actors. The conversation started with the actors pretending to be two co-workers meeting and engaging in casual conversation. Then the two characters intensely argue. After that, there is a
period of “silent unresolved anger during which one character abruptly
leaves the room”. Finally, there is a resolution in which the two characters apologize to each other. The conversation was presented by means
of a compact disc player placed in a room adjacent to where the child
was located. An opening in the wall connected the two rooms, so that
the children could hear the argument, but not see that it was a record-
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ing. The children were, thus, meant to believe the argument was real,
not recorded.
The task the children did on the computer involved pictures of different objects appearing at the center of a computer screen. The child was
instructed to press the space bar in response to every picture except for
a soccer ball. This task was meant to be a measure of attention, which
might be disrupted to various degrees when the argument occurred.
Various physiological measurements where taken of the children’s responses to the anger. For example, the children’s emotional arousal was
measured by electrodes on their skin that indexed their “skin conductance level”. Skin conductance level reflects arousal through changes in
the relative activity of the “eccrine sweat glands” (eccrine glands occur
in, among other places, the palms of the hands). Increases in skin conductance level indicate increases in emotional arousal. In order to get
such measurements, a space heater was placed in the experiment room
to facilitate the adequate release of sweat.

Below I reprint the part of the paper on which I will base my analysis:

1

The present study sought to clarify and extend previous work suggesting that physically abused children develop perceptual sensitivity to anger. First, we sought to further examine the ways
in which physically abused children can regulate attentional processes when confronted with anger or threat. Second, because prior
research suggested that physically abused children would be especially sensitive to anger, the anger-related stimuli presented to
the children occurred in the background and were irrelevant to
the child’s purported task and not personally meaningful. This
created a relatively conservative test of children’s attentional regulation. The present data suggest that once anger was introduced,
abused children maintained a state of anticipatory monitoring of
the environment. In contrast, non-abused children were initially
more aroused by the introduction of anger, but showed better
recovery to baseline states once anger was resolved.
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I will here just consider two sentences from this paragraph. Below
I show the BIS for each. First, consider (6) below. Here I give the
BIS only for part of the sentence, the part I have placed in brackets:
“physically abused children can regulate attentional processes when
confronted with anger or threat”:
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(6)

First, we sought to further examine the ways in which [physically abused children can regulate attentional processes when
confronted with anger or threat].
a. physically abused children = someone (?) abuse children
physically
b. can regulate = (6a) can regulate (6c–6g):

C

c. attentional = (6a) attend to (6e–6g)
e. when confronted = someone (?) confront (6a) with (6f/6g)

yr

op

d. processes = (6a) process (6c)
f. with anger = someone (?) get angry at someone (?)

ig

g. or threat = someone (?) threaten someone (?)
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“Physically abused children” is a phrase that encapsulates the information in the clause in (6a): “someone abuse their children physically”.
Who is this someone? This sentence and the passage from which it is
taken is systematically ambiguous in a way typical of this type of scientific writing. When the authors say they want to “examine the ways
in which physically abused children can . . . ” are they talking about
any and all physically abused children or the specific children studied
in this research, children who were abused by their parents? Of course,
they want to make a claim about any and all abused children based on
these specific children and the ambiguity is, thus, functional.
“Can regulate” introduces another predicate “regulate”. Its subject
is the information in line (6a) (which becomes the phrase “physically
abused children” in the text); thus, I write (6a) in its subject slot to
yield “(6a) can regulate (6c–6g)”.
The object of “regulate” (what is being regulated) is all the information in lines (6c) through (6g), thus I write (6c–6g) in its object slot: “(6a) can regulate (6c–6g)”. What is being regulated (by the
children)—the information given in (6c) through (6g)—is quite complicated, indeed: The children are regulating how they mentally process
(6d) when they attend to (6c) in situations where they have been confronted (6e) with someone getting angry at someone or threatening
someone (6f) and (6g). This is certainly a form of technical writing
with a vengeance.
The verb “confronted” in the text is missing both its subject and
object. The object must be inferred to be “physically abused children”,
the information in (6a). However, what we should infer the subject to
be is less clear. Who confronted the children with anger or threat? We
could be talking about what the researchers did in exposing the children
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to the taped (but thought to be real) anger. Or we could be talking in
general terms about any time anyone confronts abused children (these
specific children? all abused children?) with anger or threat. Equally,
in (6f) and (6g), it is not clear who is getting angry at whom or who
is doing the threatening of whom: Is it the actors that made the tape
or anyone who might display anger in front of an abused child? Again,
the authors want to draw a general conclusion based on what they did
to the specific children in the study and so the ambiguity is, in this
respect, functional.
Next, consider the sentence is (7) below:
(7)
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The present data suggest that once anger was introduced abused
children maintained a state of anticipatory monitoring of the
environment
a. The present data suggest = the present data suggest (7b–
7g)

01

b. that once anger = someone (= actor) gets angry at someone
(= actor)

1

c. was introduced = someone (= researchers) introduce (7b)
to someone (= abused children)

C

d. abused children = someone (= parents) abuse children

I
SL

e. maintained a state = someone (= abused children) maintain
a state of (7f–7g)

b
Pu

f. of anticipatory = someone (= abused children) anticipate
something (= threat/harm)
g. monitoring of the environment = someone (= abused children) monitor environment by (7f)

at
lic

So here “suggest” has as its object (what is being suggested) all
the information in lines (7b–7g). The noun “anger” is related to the
predicate “get angry at” and introduces the information in (7b). Since
the authors used the noun and not the predicate, they did not have
to overtly mention the subject (who is getting angry) or object (who
or what the anger is directed at). However, the reader can infer that
the subject and object of “get angry at” are the actors who role-played
anger at each other for the tape and who the children thought were
real people. I note this inference by placing “actor” in parentheses.
Similarly, we can infer that it was the researchers (the authors of the
paper) who introduced the situation of someone getting angry at someone else (7b) to the abused children. Likewise in (7d) we can infer—from
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what the paper has told us—that the people who abused the children
were their parents.
In (7e–7g), the state that the abused children are said to have maintained (see (7e)) is very complicated and technical. The state is this:
the abused children monitor the environment (7g) by (engaging in the
process of) anticipating something (7f). What are they anticipating?
This is, for me, the crucial question. Nothing in the text explicitly tells
us what they are anticipating. The inference most readers will make, I
believe—if they read deep enough into this technical prose—is that the
children feel threatened and are anticipating harm or abuse. Of course,
that is the hypothesis of the paper—that abused children will look for
and anticipate threat where there is none in reality. But, while in reality
there was none in this environment, there is no way the abused children
could have known this, since they were not aware that the argument
was just on tape and not in the real world.

An Analysis: Part 2: Claims Based on the BIS

1

01

We have seen several ways in which this specialist prose is functional.
And at a general level it is functional in the sense that as physiological psychologists these authors want to study and write about outward
bodily behavioral effects (sweating, heart rate), rather than inner feelings or emotions. Their prose and their practices are well suited to do
just that.
At the same time, this specialist prose allows and encourages the
authors to evade any direct statement about who did what to whom.
However, at the level of BIS and the inferences readers can make, it is
apparent that the authors are evading (being allowed not to have to
say directly) the information that they threatened five year old children
who they admit are particularly sensitive to and vulnerable to threats
or anger.
At the same time, this specialist language allows and encourages
the authors, as well, to evade any direct statement about what the researchers did to the children meant to the children. The children’s emotions, feelings, fears are obscured and ignored in the authors’ prose (and
in their practices—academic prose and practices go hand in hand—that
is what is meant by “functional”). Their prose and practices foreground
outer bodily behaviorial effects at the expense of a focus on feelings and
emotions. But at the level of BIS the reader can infer that the children
feel fear.
Finally, in the authors’ practice and prose, emotion is effaced as a
causal mechanism to be replaced by “attentional effects” displayed or
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signaled by bodily behavioral effects (like sweating and heart rate).
This is really a double displacement of emotion: an emotion like fear
is seen first in terms of cognitive processing mechanism (“attentional
effects”) and then these are signaled by or discovered through bodily
mechanisms like sweating, which is what the researches pay attention to
and write about. However, at the level of BIS these attentional effects
amount to young children anticipating harm and, thus, feeling fear.
The evasion of what the researchers did to the children—something
no one would approve of had it been said directly and in the vernacular
as in “We threatened vulnerable five-year-olds”—is ideological (in this
case, an attempt to evade a value-laden ethical issue). In this piece
of academic writing, the functional and the ideological are “married
at the hip”. The function of the language is to allow researchers to
distance themselves from the inner world so as to do a science based
on the outer world of the body’s reactions. In this particular case that
also allowed the researchers not to have to directly state what they
had done in terms of what it meant to the children. What things mean
is the domain of another academic area, namely discourse analysis. In
that sense, discourse analysis stands in a “critical” relation to other
forms of language. This does not mean, of course, that it is not itself
open to critique (by discourse analysis applied to itself).
Nothing I have said in my analysis implies the researchers themselves
believe they did anything unethical or immoral. My only claim is that
when we move from BIS (which is closer to the vernacular, though not
itself vernacular, thanks to technical vocabulary) something is added
(namely, the functional ability of these academics to practice their specialist discipline) and something is lost (namely, a direct focus on what
makes the research ethically problematic to some others, some of whom
are not specialists in the researchers’ discipline and, perhaps, some of
whom are).
The authors of the paper I have discussed can, of course, say that I
am an “outsider”, thus, not competent to comment on their practices
or prose. But, in my view, that response is ideological. It is my belief
that, morally, all of us academics must account for any situations where
we have used our technical prose to evade what, said in the vernacular,
is clearly a violation of the “lifeworld” (that is, a violation of what we
as everyday people take to be moral). I do not say the authors I have
studied have no such account, only that they owe even those outside
their field one.
Can I give empirical evidence for this principle that we academics
(and others) must, at a moral level, acknowledge our responsibility to
give an account for any situations where we have used our technical
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prose to evade what said in the vernacular is clearly a violation of the
“lifeworld”? As I have pointed out in earlier work (Gee, 1990, 1996), no I
cannot. With such a principle—one that I have argued in earlier work is
a basic moral principle of both discourse analysis and human linguistic
interaction (Gee, 1990, 1996)—we reach the limits of our shared “form
of life” (Wittgenstein, 1958). Outside the principle—that is, denying
it—“we don’t know what to say” (Austin, 1961) and must leave words
and resort to actions in our own defense.
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